Surface lattice resonances based on parallel coupling in metal-insulator-metal stacks.
Narrowband emitters or absorbers based on LSPRs (Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances) in MIM structures have drawn increasing attention because of their filter-free character, small volume and low power consumption. However, the plasmonics community has slowly come to the consensus that the ohmic losses of the metals are simply too high to realize ultra-narrowband resonance. Recently, parallel coupling between the LSPR and the lattice diffraction has also been present in the metallic particle array, which shows greater tolerance to inhomogeneous environment and has greater potential in the far field emission applications. In this paper, the delocalized parallel coupling with ultra-narrowband is stimulated in the Coating-MIM structure, at mid-infrared. Besides, coating with hundreds of nanometers is employed to modulate the coupled efficiency. By inducing this ultra-narrowband resonance, MIM structures may extend their application area into ultra-high performance.